
Just $295 per person
(scholarships available!)

What happens when 
faith meets the 

real world?Must we attend the Collide pre-immersion and what is it? 
Our spring pre-immersion is vital for making Collide asuccess and 
is absolutely required for ONE adult discussion leader and ONE 
student from each service team. Cost is included in your registration 
fees for the summer.

What is a Collide Service Team?
A service team is 6 to 12 people from the same church.  One must be 
an adult discussion leader, one must be a support adult leader, and 
between 4-to-10 students who have completed at least sixth grade.

Is academic credit available for Collide participation? 
Up to 5 credit hours of graduate credit may be available.  
Contact Andrew Zirschky (andrew@cymt.org)

GROUP REGISTRATION OPENS NOVEMBER 1
SPACE IS LIMITED.  BOOK YOUR SPOTS EARLY!

IT’S NOT A MISSION TRIP

IT’S NOT A CAMP. IT’S
. . .

.JUNE 5 - 10, 2016



WHAT IS COLLIDE ALL ABOUT?
 Far from a faith that separates itself from the here and now and the physical facts of the 
world, Christianity is rooted in the idea of God colliding with our world.  Christian faith holds 
that in the beginning the voice of God collided with the abyss, bringing order out of the 
chaos of nothingness. And God’s greatest collision with the world we call incarnation — God 
becoming flesh in the person of Jesus Christ, invading the world and turning it upside down.  
Christian faith worthy of the name consists of beliefs colliding with the hard realities of the 
world: Faith that collides with the circumstances of life; faith that collides with everyday 
reality; faith that makes a difference to our lives and the whole world; faith that doesn’t hide 
from reality but changes it.  Together we’ll explore theological themes in 
ways that make sense and matter to both youth and adults, but big ques-
tions require more than pre-packaged responses. COLLIDE is designed 
to provoke disorienting dilemmas—experiences and quandaries that 
upend our usual ways of explaining the world and the thin answers of 
faith that we too often rely upon.  It’s also designed to give youth and 
adults the space and resources to work together through these dilem-
mas in an environment of discussion, worship and theological reflection 
helping them understand themselves, their world, their calling, and their 
God in new ways.

IS THIS A MISSION TRIP OR A SUMMER CAMP? 
It’s neither. Rather, it’s a third kind of summer experi-
ence that takes youth and adults beyond merely 
serving (like on a mission trip) or listening to a speaker 
(like at a camp), and involves them together in signifi-
cant experiences and missional actions that provoke 
discussions, questions, and reflection concerning faith 
and God.  We believe Collide is unique because it’s 
designed to generate the disorienting dilemmas and big questions that 
often surface in the context of camps or mission trips, but there is signifi-
cant space and resourcing given to engage youth and adults at working 
through these dilemmas via discussion, theological exploration and 

worship—together.  Two additional features make Collide distinct from a 
summer camp or mission trip: First, it’s not a “youth event” but a together event; youth and 
adults participate equally and lead one another.  Second, it’s designed to be a jumpstart for 
imagining and enacting new forms of youth ministry in your congregation.  Emphasis and 
encouragement will be given for youth groups to imagine what taking the experiences and 
discussions of Collide back to their congregations and youth ministries might look like.  Col-
lide is designed to instill a new way of life for your ministry.

WHERE WILL COLLIDE TAKE PLACE?
The 2016 Theology Together experience (Collide) will be held in the greater Nashville area.  
Lodging, service, and worship locations will be in various locales, and we will release specific 

details on these as they become available.  The 2014 
and 2015 experiences were held on the campus of Fisk 
University.

WHAT TYPE OF MISSION & SERVICE EXPERIENCES WILL 
WE HAVE?
Youth and adults will go forth to serve with and on the 
behalf of others in the greater Nashville area.  The fostering 
of vital relationships and dialogue with those whom we are 

serving will be a hallmark of this time.  
Collide seeks to work closely with orga-
nizations that have already done the hard 
work of creating space for mission, ministry, 
justice, and restoration. Our partner organi- zations 
are addressing issues such as poverty, oppression, injustice, care, and 
creation. Participant experiences will be in various locations and will 
change daily. The dynamic nature of service opportunities means that 
exact locations where your group will be serving may not be known until 
weeks or even days before the event.

WHAT WILL THE DAILY SCHEDULE OF COLLIDE LOOK LIKE?
7AM — Breakfast
8AM — Guided Theological Reflection and Communion
Each day will begin with a time of preparation that includes communion, scripture read-
ings, and theological reflections set in a dynamic and sensory-rich environment designed 
to focus participants on the day, pique their curiosity, and provoke questions of faith.  
9AM – 3PM — Mission & Service: Acts of Love and Justice
Youth and adults will go forth to serve with and on behalf of others in the greater Nash-

ville area.  The fostering of vital relationships and dialogue with those whom we are serving will be a hallmark 
of this time. Our partner organizations are addressing issues such as poverty, medical need, injustice, care, and 
creation.  Participant experiences will be in various locations and will change daily. 
3 − 4 PM — Re-Creation: Play games, take a nap, decompress
4:30 PM —Theology Together Talks
Patterned after TED talks, Theology Together Talks (TTT) are short, engaging times of theological reflection pre-
sented by theologians. A variety of media will be used to raise up the theological questions that youth and adults 
are experiencing as a part of their theological reflection and other experiences.
5 − 6 PM — Theology Exploration Groups
Theology groups will be co-led by youth workers and youth who participated in the pre-immersion event.  Theol-
ogy groups will allow for deeper discourse and further exploration of the topics presented during the Theology 
Talks.  These groups will be age-based.
6 − 7 PM — Dinner (at a local ethnic restaurant)
7 PM — Worship Experience (various styles and locations in the Christian tradition)
8:30 PM — Church Groups
At the end of the day, youth workers will have the chance to continue in discussion, theological reflection and 
dialogue with their youth.
9:00 PM — Re-Creation & Free Time
10:00 PM — Compline (End-of-the-Day Corporate Prayer)


